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University
Police
Arrested
Suspicious
Person

Museum
to Host
Sunday
Memorial for
Yogi Berra

Deanna Rosa
News Editor
The Montclair State
University Police Department
arrested a man on Tuesday
night for harassing a woman
in one of a string of incidents
which occurred on campus
over the past week.
Steve
Medina,
a
23-year-old man who is not a
student and has no permanent
address, was charged with a
disorderly persons offense.
A female student reported that, while walking up
the ramp to Sam’s Place around
midnight last Thursday, a man
approached her. When she
refused to engage him in conversation, he “reached out his
arms toward her,” according
to the email sent to the campus
community. Medina was arrested by university police on
Tuesday night in the Student
Center Mall. He was released
due to the nature of the offense.
“However, Medina is no longer

issuu.com/themontclarion

Kristen Bryfogle
Editor-in-Chief

$1 Million in Scholarships
Presented to Pres. Cole

Montclair State accepts fund of $1 Million to use towards scholarships.
Natalie Smyth
Staff Writer
Using the $1 million donation that was committed by the
Give Something Back Foundation (GSBF) to Montclair State
University last Thursday, 50
current ninth-grade students
will receive an education at the
university when it comes time

for them to attend college.
Robert Carr, founder of the
GSBF, presented the grant money to President Susan A. Cole at
the acceptance ceremony held
in the Feliciano School of Business last Thursday, Sept. 24. The
funds will be used for the soonto-be recipients’ tuition starting
in the fall 2019 semester.
Four mayors of municipalities

Police continued on Page 3

Photo courtesy of Mike Peters.

in Northern New Jersey, Montclair Mayor Robert D. Jackson,
Newark Mayor Ras Baraka, East
Orange Mayor Lester Taylor II
and Orange Township Mayor
Dwayne Warren, attended to
show their respect and support
for all the work Carr and the
GSBF are contributing to New
Jersey higher education.
Scholarship continued on Page 2

The Yogi Berra Museum and
Learning Center is hosting a
public event in remembrance of
the famed baseball player Yogi
Berra on Sunday Oct. 4 from 12
to 5 p.m. The schedule for the
event is to be determined. The
Montclarion will post the details of Sunday’s event online to
themontclarion.org when information regarding the event is
available.
The funeral for Berra, who
died Tuesday, Sept. 22 at the
age of 90, took place on the
morning of Sept. 28 in Montclair. The service was held at the
Church of Immaculate Conception, located on North Fullerton
Street. The Yankees Entertainment and Sports Network aired
a live broadcast of the funeral so
that fans who were not able to
attend in person could still take
part in the ceremony. A private
event was also held for guests
afterward at Yogi Berra Museum and Learning Center.

Bystander Intervention Initiative Comes to
Montclair State

Though we’ve been taught
from a young age to “stand up
for ourselves” and “treat others how we would like to be
treated,” we rarely hear teachers and administrators telling
us to “look out for those around
you.” In such regard, we as students have become conditioned
to fall into a certain sense of un-

knowing when it comes to the
events happening right in front
of us.
However, with the help of the
Division of Student Development and Campus Life, a new
initiative implemented this fall
semester will work to change
students’ perspective on the
world around them. With the
slogan “This is My Campus,”
the campaign represents the
mission of the Bystander Inter-

vention Program: for students
to have a say in the everyday
happenings of the university
they attend through their own
actions.
In order to be effective, the
campaign begins by outlining
several basic definitions the
campus community should
be aware of. According to Dr.
Shannon Gary, Associate Dean
of Students and a creator of the
program, “a bystander is any-

one that’s actually observing
something happening. It can be
something good [or] something
bad. [A bystander] is not actively involved, but [watches]
an incident occur.”
In other words, a bystander
could be a friend, classmate,
teammate, coworker, teacher,
family member or stranger
who is aware of or observes
situations and interactions that
could be potentially dangerous or problematic to others
or even the campus community as a whole. Such events
could range from witnessing a
student making negative comments towards another and not
speaking up on their behalf or
seeing a fellow resident breaking an item within a residence
hall and not bringing the damage to the attention of others.
In accordance with the program’s title, Gary said, “bystander intervention is when
you’re that person observing
and you see a situation that is
harmful in some way, shape or
form - either physically, emotionally, spiritually - and you
intervene through some method to stop that event from going further or even starting.”
Importantly, the definition
itself explicitly mentions the
type of action as the role of a bystander can often vary from one
event to another - either directly or indirectly. For instance,
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Royalty Talent Show
Kicks Off Talent
Show

Juggling Act

Make Montclair State
a Damp Campus

‘Hotel Transylavania
2’: Animated Sequel
is a True Monstrosity

Football Continues to
Struggle

New training program teaches students how to respond to incidents.
Jayna Gugliucci
Managing Editor

All the Homecoming
Royalty candidates
displayed their talents at
the Royalty Talent Show
hosted by S.L.A.M.

Photo Courtesy of Mike Peters.

As Homecoming Weekend slowly creeps closer,
students have begun to
get excited for the scheduled festivities that will be
taking place on campus.

when observing an individual
on campus taking an item that
does not belong to him/her, a
bystander can directly take action by confronting the individual or indirectly by calling
University Police to report the
theft. However, in this sort of
situation, the second may be the
more preferable and safe option
whereas, other times, it may be
the opposite.
When giving her Opening
Day Address, President Cole
mentioned the novel launch
of the program this semester and how it would benefit
the Montclair State community. “The goal of the MSU Bystander Intervention Program
is to educate the campus about
situations that may require bystander intervention, increase
feelings of responsibility to take
action and empower people to
act both individually and collectively,” said Cole.“The mission of the program is to engage
students actively in recognizing
those situations that have the
potential to injure their fellow
students physically or psychologically or damage the University and to encourage them
to accept responsibility to take
appropriate action when those
situations are observed.”
As Cole noted, most events
do not go unnoticed by the over
Intervention continued on Page 3

The Red Hawks were
in action against Rowan
in rematch of last year’s
thrilling win vs. the Profs.
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GSBF will award scholarships to 50 current high school students.
Each of the mayors gave a
speech to the guests, staff and
students attending the event
and the East Orange mayor
made one student’s day by
publicly committing to her a
paid internship during the last
semester of her undergraduate education. She earned this
opportunity by coming to the
event with a cover letter and a
résumé, walking up to Taylor
and telling him she wanted a
job.
In her opening speech at the
ceremony, Cole stated, “I had
the opportunity to meet Bob
Carr not too long ago and I was
struck by his deep commitment
and conviction [to provide] access to educational opportunities [and] cut through society’s
most complex problems.” This
conviction is apparent in his actions as an adult, for instance,
when he created GSBF in 2003,
completely with his own funds.
Carr learned the power of
scholarships early on, when
he received a $250 scholarship
from the Lockport Woman’s
Club, a local organization in his
hometown in Illinois. The money gave him the ability to focus
on his education and rise higher in the world than he would
have been able to otherwise.
He promised to himself that
he would later give back to the
club when he was able to and
that day came years later when
he donated $100,000 to the organization.
The GSBF is a nonprofit
corporation and, according to
the foundation’s website, their
mission is “to provide mentors
and scholarships that help Pell
Grant-eligible students go to
college and graduate in four
years debt-free.”

The check given to Montclair
State is the seventh of these
types of donations given to
schools around the country by
the GSBF and the third recipient college in New Jersey. The
two other schools that received
funds from the GSBF are Rowan University and the College
of New Jersey.
This foundation does not
just allocate money for students
in need, which is an incredible
opportunity for a lot of students in and of itself. In order

“... I was struck by
[Carr’s] deep
commitment and
conviction [to
provide] access to
educational
opportunities
[and] cut through
society’s most
complex
problems.”
-President Susan A.
Cole
to be an eligible recipient, students must be eligible for a Pell
Grant, have academic potential
and be able to begin the program in the ninth grade.
To help pick the recipients
among so many qualified applicants, GSBF staff members
work with both high school
administrators and teachers to
help identify which students
could benefit the most from

Photo courtesy of Jun Hashimoto.
this grant.
The recipients have access
and support from the foundation throughout high school and
college. Some of the support includes mentoring, networking
opportunities, etiquette training and educational panels. The
idea is to give bright, underprivileged children the support they
need to be ready for college and
then to ensure that they have a
normal college experience.
The resources will help recipients meet specific criteria
throughout high school, including maintaining a GPA of 3.0 or
higher while taking classes at
the AP and honors level, meeting the expectations of good
character, along with the specific requirements to attend Montclair State.
All GSBF scholars are also
required to finish their degree in
four years and are expected and
encouraged to live on campus.
Most students do finish on time.
92 percent of all GSBF recipients
graduated within a four year
period.
According to national data,
Carr’s system does seem to be
working. Complete College
America released a study of
graduation rates in December
2014 that shows extremely low
numbers of on-time graduation
rates. Only 5 percent of full-time
students at public institutions,
19 percent at public four year
institutions and 36 percent at
high-research universities graduated on time.
After the event, the students
were all buzzing with excitement, taking photos with the
mayors, Dr. Cole and Bob Carr,
excited for the opportunities
and elated by the inspirational
speeches.

Pelican Police Report
Monday, Sept. 21

Blanton Hall: Students Alexis
Johnson, 20, and Fiola Grainger,
18, both of East Orange, N.J.,
were arrested and charged with
simple assault and an act of
domestic violence for a physical altercation. Both parties are
scheduled to appear in Little
Falls Municipal Court.

Tuesday, Sept. 22

Carlisle Road: Non-student Rahual Khan, 19, of South Plainfield, N.J., was arrested and
charged with driving while
suspended after a motor vehicle
stop. Further, Khan was issued
motor vehicle summons for failure to inspect vehicle and failure to possess a driver’s license.
Khan is scheduled to appear in
Little Falls Municipal Court.

Wednesday, Sept. 23

Clove Road: Non-student Eduardo Cintron, 20, of North Harrison, N.J., was arrested and
charged with possession of
marijuana, possession of drug
paraphernalia and intent to distribute marijuana after a motor
vehicle stop. Cintron is scheduled to appear in Little Falls
Municipal Court.

Thursday, Sept. 24

Machuga Heights: A student
reported an incident of harassment. This case is under investigation.

Thursday, Sept. 24

Blanton Hall: A student reported an incident of theft. This case
is under investigation.

Saturday, Sept. 26

Yogi Berra Drive: Student Juwan Coston, 21, of Carteret,
N.J., was arrested and charged
with possession of marijuana after a motor vehicle stop. Coston
is scheduled to appear in Little
Falls Municipal Court.

Sunday, Sept. 27

Bohn/Blanton Quad: Nonstudent Tyron Paylor, 20, of
Piscataway, N.J., was arrested
and charged with possession
of drug paraphernalia, hindering apprehension and theft of
moveable property. Paylor is
scheduled to appear in Little
Falls Municipal Court.

Anyone who has information regarding these incidents is
urged to call the police station at T-I-P-S (8477).
All calls are strictly confidential.
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Intervention: New Campaign Implemented
Continued from page 1

20,000 members of the campus
community. Whether they are
residential or commuter students, these individuals are the
ones with the most knowledge
of the happenings at Montclair
State. Between gossip and social media outlets, there is no
doubt the news of an event
spreads among the student
body in a matter of seconds.
In her speech, Cole went
on to mention that “one of the
things that our really excellent
university police and student
affairs professionals will [say]
is that it is almost always the
case that innocent bystanders

driven campaign. “We hope
to reach out to student organizations, Greek organizations,
athletic teams and residence
halls. The more we get [the
word] out, the more we hope
that [students] will spread the
word and begin to step in and
do things that will help their
fellow Red Hawks - that, when
they see something going in the
wrong direction or something
going awry, that they’re not
just going to stand and watch,
but they’re actually going to
stand and do something.”
In one of the first sessions of
the program, those same peer

someone else will be the person to put an end to it or even
to view a crime as entertainment, such as in public fights,”
said Bohmer. “I feel that this
training on campus will educate our community on ways to
help limit crime on campus and
to better help victims of these
crimes.”
Overall, she as well as other
administrators on campus have
come to feel as though the action of a bystander has become
crucial at the university level
and certainly a role on which
the campus community should
be more informed.

“The mission of the program is to engage
students actively in recognizing those
situations that have the potential to injure
their fellow students physically or
psychologically, or damage the
University... ”
-President Susan A. Cole

saw or knew about [unacceptable interpersonal behavior or
vandalism] and did not tell or
seek to intervene in appropriate
ways.”
With this being true, the
launch of the Bystander Intervention Program on behalf of
the Division of Student Development and Campus Life could
not come at a better time. Initially introduced towards the
end of the spring semester, peer
facilitators were selected to help
raise awareness of bystander
intervention among other students.
According to Gary, it is his
hope that the program will
become a student-to-student

facilitators worked to introduce
the campaign to other campus
leaders during this summer’s
training. Listening to an informational presentation given by
Gary, the students left with a
better understanding of the role
a bystander plays in the Montclair State community and how
to act in situations, should they
arise before their eyes.
Rebecca Bohmer, a senior
Psychology major who attended Gary’s session as part
of training, mentioned that the
event helped her recognize the
importance of bystander intervention on campus. “It is not
uncommon for bystanders to
just watch a crime, thinking

“This lesson about the collective responsibility citizens
have to protect their community
is an extremely difficult one to
teach,” said Cole. “So, your help
in reinforcing the idea that we
all share a responsibility to each
other and to the university will
be appreciated.”
For more information on
becoming involved in the Bystander Intervention campaign
or becoming a peer facilitator,
visit the program’s page on
HawkSync.

Police: Harassment Incident Led to Arrest
Continued from page 1

The second of three alleged incidents of harassment occurred
in front of Sam’s Place last Thursday night.

Bridget Gonzalez | The Montclarion

permitted on University property as a visitor or guest and
will face further prosecution if
he violates that directive,” according to Lieutenant Kieran
Barrett of the Montclair State
University Police Department.
Medina is currently awaiting
his trial at the Little Falls Municipal Court.
This incident was the second of three “suspicious person” reports at Montclair State
over the course of the past week
and is currently the only one in
which an arrest was made. An
email was sent out from Cell in
each case to alert the campus
community.
The first occurred early on
the morning of Wednesday,
Sept. 23 at the NJ Transit Parking Deck. A woman reported
that a black man, whom she
identified to be about 6 feet 1
inch tall with a slim build and
dressed in khakis and a red
shirt, harassed her verbally
then grabbed her shoulder.
After the woman escaped
from the scene, the man could

Additionally, keeping in line
with the Jeanne Clery Act, university police have continued to
consistently alert the community about such incidents. Barrett said, “Knowledge is the key
component for our community.
We have an obligation under
federal legislation to alert our
community and keep them in
the know for incidents that may
be a potential threat to their
safety.”
Two of the incidents are
still under investigation by the
Detective Bureau, but Barrett
expressed gratitude toward the
“concerned community members coming forward to report
information.”
According to the latest email
sent from Cell to the campus
community, “The Montclair
State University Police Department will continue to alert the
community to both real-time
and potential threats that may
[affect] their safety at Montclair
State University.”

not be located by the police.
A third community alert was
sent about an incident which
occurred at 10:40 p.m. on Friday, Sept. 25 in CarParc Diem.
A woman reported that a black
man driving a black two-door
sedan attempted engaging her
in conversation while using harassing language.
In response to questions
about any suspected relation
among the incidents given the
similar descriptions of the three
suspicious individuals, Barrett
said, “University Police continuously look at patterns and
trends when it comes to incidents such as these. While there
are similarities in each report
we received in this instance, we
look at them both individually
and as a whole for a thorough
investigation.”
University Police responded
to the reports by taking measures to further ensure student
safety on campus at night. “As a
preventative measure, we have
increased both personnel and
patrols,” Barrett said.

Students Express
Themselves on
Bisexuality Day

Students tie dye shirts while
celebrating the LGBTQ community.
Dana Jarvis
Contributing Writer
The LGBTQ Center and
Campus Recreation hosted Tie
Dye: Celebrate Bisexuality Day
on Wednesday, Sept. 23 to recognize the bisexual community
and bring attention to bisexual
history, community and culture. Montclair State University
has recently been recognized as
one of the most LGBTQ-friendly universities in the country
and for good reason. Montclair
State has presented a safe environment for students to feel
comfortable in whichever way
they choose to identify.
The energy at the event was
“extremely positive” according
to sophomore participant Sydney Calderon. Sophomore Josh
McPherson, member of the LGBTQ Center, felt that the event
“spreads the word and gives

Dana Jarvis | The Montclarion
more courage to a specific identity.”
This event has been taking
place for three years at Montclair State, resonating the key
message of acceptance throughout campus. Shirts are tie-dyed
in the colors of the bisexual flag:
pink, purple and blue. All students were encouraged to join
in.
When asked why this event
is an important part of Montclair State life, LGBTQ Center
coordinator Brian Edwards
made it clear that despite MSU
being recognized country-wide,
“there is still a lot of work to do.
Confronting bisexual stereotypes and bringing to light the
issues facing the bisexual community [are] definitely among
those challenges we hope to
focus on through this program
and many more throughout the
year.”

Jeanne Clery Act Crime Statistics
Crime				2013		2014
Forcible Rape			
4		
4
Aggravated Assault		
5		
3
Burglary				
46		
37
Arson				
1		
1
Liquor Law violation
Arrests		
98		
87
Liquor Law Disciplinary
Referrals			
4		
3
Drug Law Arrests		
68		
52
Drug Law Referrals		
3		
4
Hate Crimes- Bias
Vandalism		
3		
2
Bias Intimidation		
0		
1
President Susan Cole on The Jeanne Clery Act:
“The safety program at Montclair State University
is a community effort for the general benefit of
students, faculty, staff and visitors. We are partners
in creating an environment that is safe and
promotes learning, social interaction and leisure
activities.
A university community, like a residential
community, reflects the society at large. As in other
places, crime does occur on university campuses.
Montclair State University has taken many steps to
create a secure campus.
Let us work together to increase awareness and
deter crime in order to maintain a secure campus.”
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Royalty Talent Show Kicks Off Homecoming Week

Homecoming
Week
Schedule of
Events
Thursday, Oct. 1
“The Nineties”

-SLAM Bracelet Making |
Student Center Ballrooms
at noon
-SLAM 90’s Trivia | Student
Center Ballrooms at 7 p.m.

Friday, Oct. 2
“The 2000’s and Beyond”

Homecoming Royalty candidates put their talents on display in Memorial Auditorium.
Alex Gamboa
Contributing Writer
Presented by S.L.A.M., the
Homecoming Royalty Talent
Show kicked off Montclair State
University’s
Homecoming
week this past Monday. Each
Royal candidate showcased his
or her talent to a crowd of more
than 750 people in Memorial
Auditorium.
The majority of the talents
that were showcased before the
audience were dance numbers.
Carolina Focella from Sigma
Sigma Sigma started the show
with a message to audience
members. She went on to explain how she felt most talent
shows are only accessible to
individuals who can sing and
dance, then urged all to consider running for Homecoming
Royalty someday.
Following her articulate
and motivating words, she
presented her talent. The box
she brought on stage contained
baked goods that she had made.
She picked two lucky individu-

als from the crowd to sample
her pumpkin bread and Oreo
truffles. It’s safe to say the rest
of the crowd was jealous.
Then, she answered the three
questions every contestant after
her was also asked: “What charity of your choice would you
donate your quarter wars funds
to, and why?”, “Why should
you be a Homecoming Royal?”
and “Which decade is your favorite?”
One of the other contestants
who did not use a choreographed dance for his performance was Michael Ladines
from Theta Xi, who performed
an acoustic, remixed version
of “Again” by Fetty Wap. Following was Nick Tsinkelis, who
performed a guitar solo on his
electric guitar and then a cover
of “679.” Both performances
had the audience singing and
clapping along several times.
Theta Kappa Chi’s Aashana Jariwala put on a presentation of
her henna tattoo skills.
The electric dance performances of the night were from

Phi Sigma Sigma’s Sam Osso,
Sigma Delta Tau’s Samantha
Napolitano and Sigma Delta
Phi’s Ariana Locascio.
The show ended with Sigma
Pi’s Grant Verity riling up the
crowd with four separate dances to “Bye Bye Bye” and “Pop”
by *NSYNC, Aaron Carter’s
version of “I Want Candy” and
then “Wanna Be” by The Spice
Girls. When asked what makes
him excited about Homecoming, Verity said, “Being with all
the other orgs. I have a family
here.” This theme of unity was
expressed in many of the contestants’ answers to the questions.
The only two candidates
from an organization that was
not affiliated with Greek Life
were Adrianna Strout, President of Players, and Danison
Fronda, the Membership Chair
of Rec Board.
Kaye Ferguson, a sister of
Alpha Iota Chi and attendee,
included her thoughts on the
Talent Show. “It was good to
see everyone. Everybody had a

Photo Courtesy of A.J. Primavera.
good time.”
Also commenting on the
success of the event was Assistant Director of the Center
for Student Involvement, Julie
Flemming. Throughout her 12
years of experience putting together the talent shows, Flemming says her favorite part is
always “seeing how creative
the students are and what they
come up with. I see them every day in conversations about
running their organizations but
being able to see them perform
is new and it’s awesome. I love
it.”
When each candidate was
asked why he or she should be
Homecoming Royalty, many
contestants mentioned that the
university and their respective
organizations helped them get
involved on campus and become a part of Montclair State’s
campus.
The 2015 Homecoming Royalty will be crowned after the
football game against William
Paterson University on Saturday.

-SLAM Eurobungee | Student
Center Quad at 1 p.m.
-SLAM Bonfire & Pep Rally |
Student Center Mall at 7 p.m.

Saturday, Oct. 3:
“Blast to the Past
Showcase and
Homecoming Game”

-Carnival | Historic Quad
at 11:30 a.m.
-Showcase | Amphitheater
at 12:30 p.m.
-Alumni Swimming and
Diving Meet | Panzer Athletic
Center at 1 p.m.
-Football Game vs William
Paterson University |
Sprague Field at 3 p.m.
-Women’s Soccer Game vs.
The College of New Jersey |
Pittser Field at 6 p.m.
*Check the university website
for rain locations.

themontclarion.org
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2015 | 2016 SEASON

Smartphones and
YouTube and apps, oh my!
TM

World Premiere

The Builders Association
Elements of Oz

A 21st century mash-up of the beloved classic

Through October 4 only!

Saturday, October 3

Free post-show discussion with the company!

All Seats $20

973-655-5112 | peakperfs.org
Alexander Kasser Theater

Convenient parking in the Red Hawk Deck
Hannah Heller in Elements of Oz. Photo by Gennadi Novash.
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Is Milk Really Good for You?
Kimberly Asman
Staff Writer

Photos courtesy of wikipedia.org.

Milk: the classic drink from
our childhood is now available
in countless different forms,
but is it still as important as our
parents made it out to be? Sort
of. Which kind is the best to
drink? That depends on many
different factors.
Milk is not necessary for
adults, but it can be a way to
get protein and calcium if you
like to drink it. Remember that
milk has calories and nutrients
and therefore should be treated
as a type of food itself, not a
drink you have with anything
like water.
With so many varieties and
options, it is beneficial to know
whether or not you should
drink milk and what kind is best
for you. We start drinking milk

as children to replace breast
milk and get a good source of
protein, calcium and, thanks to
fortification, vitamin D. Those
are all things that are still good
for us now too, but may not be
in every “milk” you see.
The only true milk is one that
comes from an animal, such as
cow’s milk. When looking at
cow’s milk, your basic options
are 1 percent, 2 percent, skim or
whole. These names refer solely
to the fat content, which has an
effect on calorie content as well.
Skim milk has no fat and sits
at about 80 calories per cup.
Whole milk is on the other end
of the spectrum at around 150
calories and 8 grams of fat.
Although fat is completely
necessary to a well balanced
diet, milk does not provide the
good kind, but instead has a lot
of saturated fat. This is okay
to have some of, but should
be less than 10 percent of your
total calories for the day, meaning you should try to keep your
intake as low as possible. The
protein and calcium content
stays the same no matter what
the fat content is, with each cup
of milk giving you 8 grams of
protein and about 30 percent of
your daily calcium requirement
(based on a 2,000 calorie diet).
Because the good parts do not
change regardless of the fat, go
for the skim or 1 percent milk

when choosing cow’s milk.
Other types of “milk” such
as soy milk simply share the
same name, but are not actually
milk. They are a drink designed
to resemble milk nutritionally,
through taste or through ways
it can be used. Soy milk can be
a good complete nutritional option for someone watching their
animal product intake, but it
becomes important to look at
ingredient lists to determine
which kinds are full of additives and which are mostly soy.
The other nutrients found in
soy milk that are comparable to
cow’s milk, such as calcium or
vitamin D, come from fortification. This means adding something to a food that was not
there originally. Plain, original
soy milk has 8 grams of protein
per cup, just like cow’s milk,
and is also similar calorie-wise
with 110 calories per cup.
Some soy milks are fortified
with even more calcium than
regular milk, along with other
micronutrients (nutrients you
need in small amounts) such
as riboflavin, vitamin B-12 and
phosphorous. If you are vegan,
look for soy milk that is fortified with vitamin B-12 to make
up for the lack of B-12 vitamin
from your food sources. Unflavored, original soy milks tend to
be the lowest in ingredients and
added sugars, making them a

good alternative to cow’s milk.
If you try a vanilla or chocolate
variety just take a look at the ingredients to make sure sugar is
not in the first few listed.

Almond or other nut milks
are, again, simply drinks created from nuts that are made
to resemble cow’s milk. When
it comes to almond milks, they
tend to resemble milk most in
the ways it can be used. For example, replacing milk in your
cereal or in a baking recipe
with almond milk will give you
pretty much the same effect,
although you might be able to
taste the difference.
Nutritionally, almond milk
is much less comparable to
cow’s milk than soy. Like soy
milk, original flavors tend to be
the lowest in ingredients and

sugar. Find an unsweetened
option and the calories will be
reduced even more. One cup of
unsweetened almond milk has
only 30 calories, but also only
has 1 gram of protein. Due to
the low calorie content along
with a low nutrient content,
almond milk is probably your
best bet when baking, as it is a
good way to lower the calories
without affecting anything else,
like texture. If you are looking
for something to drink, stick
to skim cow’s milk or soy milk
to give you the important nutrients you are looking for.
If you have a sweet tooth and
want your milk exactly as you
had it when you were young,
you may enjoy chocolate milk
the best. If you are adding in
syrups yourself, watch out for
too many additives such as artificial coloring and flavoring.
Adding cocoa powder on its
own can give you an authentic
chocolate taste without the added chemicals.
If you are looking for a brand
of chocolate milk, sugar becomes your biggest concern.
Try to find one with around 10
grams, which is comparable to
regular milk and means that not
too much sugar is added. If you
have a type of chocolate milk
that you know is full of sugar,
treat it as an occasional dessert
instead of an everyday drink.

A Royal Greek May Be in the Making

Jaimee Laurie | The Montclarion

Jaimee Laurie
Contributing Writer
For Montclair State University and the Greek Community, this week is one of celebration and for reminiscing
on great memories with sisters
and brothers from the past
and present. Homecoming has
begun and, with a Blast to the
Past with Rocky the Red Hawk,
Greeks are ready and willing

to represent their community
through their run for Homecoming Royalty.
Daniella Marie Ribeiro, the
campus
events’
coordinator who has been working on
the planning of Homecoming
events, said, “I think it’s awesome to have Greeks contribute
and [to see] them involved in
campus events other than just
Greek events. I think it shows
that you can be a Greek and involved in other things on campus as well.”

This homecoming, there is
a relatively small number of
individuals running for Homecoming Royalty, but the Greek
community has a strong turnout, making up 10 of the 12
candidates. Ribeiro said, in
relation to Greek Royals Candidates, that “there are more
Greeks running for Royalty this
semester than the past. Normally there are more organizations running, but I think that
most candidates this semester
are Greek Life as well as one in-

Jaimee Laurie | The Montclarion
dividual from Players and one
from RecBoard.”
Montclair State University
began implementing the new
title of Homecoming Royals last
year to make the competition
gender-inclusive. The Greek
community is proud to say that
this new title is currently held
by two Greeks from last years’
Homecoming, Nick Vessichelli
of Theta Xi Fraternity and Victoria Pignataro of Sigma Delta
Tau Sorority.
This coming Saturday is the

Homecoming Showcase at 12
p.m. at the Amphitheater on
campus, weather permitting. If
it rains, the show will be located
in Memorial Auditorium. Royals will be announced immediately following the Montclair
State University football game
that starts promptly at 3 p.m.
The Greek community is hoping for a real ‘Blast to the Past’
with another win for the Greek
Community this year.
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Shedding Light on the Darkroom’s Problems
Daniel Borja
Contributing Writer

The sound of jazz music
and streams of light coming in
from the lobby disappear when
one walks through the narrow
passageway of the makeshift
darkroom in Calcia Hall. Inside,
there is a long table in the center containing trays filled with
fluids to develop photographs
and a smaller room adjacent to
the darkroom. “It’s working.
Hooray!” said a man within the
smaller room as he inspected
an electric pump that was malfunctioning earlier that day.
The man is Klaus Schnitzer,
71, a professor at Montclair
State University and the director of both the Photography
program and the Minor in Art
and Design. His stern face and
fixed posture may hint at a
strict character, but his demeanor is one of an individual who
loves engaging with students
about his craft. As the director
of the Photography program,
Schnitzer oversees all activities
and issues with students and

professors, such as checking up
on equipment and acting as a
mentor for students.
Although Schnitzer enjoys
mentoring his students and
working closely with them, the
cramped space at Calcia Hall
has become a concern for him
and his students. For Schnitzer,
the compact space of the photo
lab is a clear indicator that more
funding is needed for the Fine
Arts department.
“A much bigger building will
be essential for the Fine Arts department,” said Schnitzer as he
looked around the studio that
encompasses the wooded darkroom, “but by the time that happens, I’ll most likely be retired.”
The darkroom is an example of how much more space
is needed for the photography program. According to
Schnitzer, the darkroom within
the studio was created in 1975
as a temporary center for students, as its makeshift, narrow
walls suggest that not much has

changed since.
In the next two weeks,
Schnitzer’s students from Photo
I will get their first darkroom
experience. The darkroom only
has 10 enlargers - part of the
equipment needed to produce
photographs - but his class usually reaches a capacity of 16
students, which means that students initially have to pair up.
However, eventually students branch off into developing film or printing, an outcome
that has worked as a solution
for Schnitzer.
In addition, Schnitzer teaches Photo I, Photo III, Commercial Photography and 19th Century Photography. The last two
courses are taught once a year
and every few years, respectively.
These are only Schnitzer’s
classes. This list doesn’t take
into account other photography
professors. Thus, every semester, the photo lab tends to be occupied.

Daniel Borja | The Montclarion

Meet with Faculty and Students about Public Health Degrees and Careers

Some solutions to accommodate students in their use of the
photo lab are provided through
a sign-up list and 24-hour access for advanced students,
which will include weekends as
the semester progresses.
“There’s not enough hours in
the week,” said Schnitzer, “so I
have to add Saturdays and, towards the end of the semester,
[the photo lab] is also open on
Sundays.”
With weekend access available, the photo lab is still very
hectic throughout the semester. Craig Peters, a sophomore,
states that just waiting to use
the enlarger is a frantic process.
As a first year lab assistant,
Peters recalls tensions between
students trying to use the photo
lab. “Last semester, I remember there were 10 people on the
list,” said Peters. “They were
just sitting and waiting for other
people to finish their projects.”
Still, Brianne Dougherty, a
student in her last year, recalls

Daniel Borja | The Montclarion

some of the reasoning as to why
it’s more frantic in the photo
lab towards the end of the semester. “To be fair, people
tend to leave their work to the
last second and then everyone
comes in here at the same time
at the end of the semester,” said
Dougherty.
Whether it’s helpful or problematic, to Schnitzer the temporary darkroom has overdone its
purpose for over three decades.
The incessant presence of students and tight space of the
photo lab are signs that a bigger
facility is needed for students of
the Photography program, but
also to accommodate all students majoring in Fine Arts.

Daniel Borja | The Montclarion

Study Abroad
Global Education Center
Presents

Rutgers School of Public Health
Through our two campuses and
seven departments, your education
opportunities are plentiful.

Invites you to our

OPEN HOUSE
October 17, 2015

• New Brunswick Campus
• Newark Campus

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Biostatistics
Dental Public Health
Epidemiology
Environmental and Occupational
Health
Health Education and Behavioral
Science
Health Outcomes, Policy and
Economics
Health Systems and Policy
Urban Health Administration

Post Baccalaureate Certificates
Master of Public Health (MPH)
Master of Science (MS)
Doctor of Public Health (DrPH)
Doctor of Philosophy (PhD)
Dual Degree Options Also Available

11:00am-2:00pm
683 Hoes Lane West,
1st Floor Atrium
Piscataway, NJ 08854
Light lunch will be served.

Come learn how you can win up to $20,000 as
an undergraduate student or $30,000 as a
graduate student to study in Africa, Asia,
Central & Eastern Europe, Eurasia, Latin
America and the Middle East from a variety of
academic backgrounds to also learn less
commonly taught languages including but not
limited to Arabic, Hindi, Mandarin, Korean,
Portuguese, Russian and Swahili!
https://www.borenawards.org/

Take Your Passion and
Enthusiasm for
Protecting and
Improving the Lives
and Well-Being of
Communities to the
Next Level
Learn about to study less commonly taught languages
and receive full funding for this summer program
abroad. Our most recent recipient of the scholarship
will be there to share her experiences.
http://www.clscholarship.org

Scheduled Activities:
• 11:00am Meet with faculty and students
• 12:00pm Lunch and Academic Showcase
• 12:45pm Meet with faculty and students
Make a Difference With a
Graduate Degree or Certificate in Public Health
For More Information and to RSVP, call 732-235-4317 or email sphinfo@sph.rutgers.edu
sph.rutgers.edu • facebook.com/RutgersSPH • @RutgersSPH
Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey

http://www.montclair.edu/
global-education/
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Juggling Act

Student shares passion for juggling

Montclair State University is known for allowing students to showcase what makes them stand out from everyone

else and Ted Paz is no exception. Paz, a 19 year old student currently majoring in Biology, spends his free time outside of
class teaching students around campus how to juggle. A member of the Jersey Jugglers club located in Parsippany, N.J.,
Paz loves to teach other students how to juggle. Club members are passionate about encouraging people all across the
North Jersey area to juggle. Photo essay by Nicholas J. DaSilva.

themontclarion.org

Help Wanted
TUTOR / CAREGIVER, MONTCLAIR
After school tutoring / care (1st-3rd graders) needed in Montclair, NJ. Mon-Fri
approx. 2-6:00 p.m. starting in September.
Graduate student in Education preferred.
Some driving necessary.
Email: NRockefeller@propact1.com.
$14-20.00/HR, NOW HIRING ATHLETIC COACHES
Teddy Tennis (www.teddytennis.com) is
hiring coaches who have a strong passion
for working with children 2.5 to 6 years
old. Positions are for part-time coaches
with growth opportunities for the highest performers. Athletic ability, tennis
experience, and background in child
development are a plus, but not required.
Reliability is a must. Hiring in Morris,
Union, Essex, and Somerset Counties.
Email Jeff at: jeff.b@teddytennis.com or
call (908) 405-1994.
AFTER SCHOOL SITTER IN
UPPER MONTCLAIR
Looking for an outgoing, responsible
person for after-school care of our 11
year-old daughter & 15 year-old son. Safe
driver, light homework help, & serve dinner. 20 hrs/week. Starts Sept. 8.
Email: evancutler@gmail.com or call/
text: (917) 583-4294.
P/T BABYSITTER, MONTCLAIR
Seeking a part-time babysitter on Tuesdays from 4-7:00 p.m. for my two kids, a 5
year-old girl & 8 year-old boy. Must have
your own car & clean driving record.
Major responsibilities include school pickup and driving to and from activities.
Email:Eidoko@gmail.com
or call/text: 862-596-5906.
$15.00/HR,AFTER-SCHOOLSITTER, 20
HRS/WEEK, VERONA
Seeking a friendly, self-motivated, and
very reliable after-school sitter for 2 children, 1st & 4th grades. 4-8:00 p.m. MonFri. Must have a car to pick up & drive
to activities. Some homework help, serve
dinner, light cleaning $15.00 per hour, 20
hours/week. Looking for someone to
start immediately.
Email: Alison.tedesco1316@gmail.com or
call/text (732) 710-1565.
$15.00 HR, AFTER-SCHOOL SITTER, 20
HRS /WEEK, VERONA
Seeking a reliable, friendly and self-motivated after-school sitter for 2 children,
5th & 7th grades. 3-7:00 p.m. Mon-Fri,
beginning mid-late Sept. Must have a
car for school pick-up & drive to activities. Some homework help, cook dinner,
light cleaning. $15.00 per hour, 20 Hours /
week. Email: Veronica.Guide@gmail.com.
SEEKING MSU GRAD STUDENT FOR
P/T NANNY, SOUTH ORANGE
Seeking warm, energetic, reliable driving
babysitter for kids (ages 5 & 8) in S. Orange (25 hours per week. 2:30 - 7:30 p.m.
Mon-Fri). Excellent references & clean
driving record required.
Email resume/ experience to:
Southorangesitter123@gmail.com.
15.00 / HR, MORNING & AFTERSCHOOL BABYSITTER, MONTCLAIR
Seeking babysitter for our 2 kids ages 7
& 9 before and after school hours 7-9:15
am and 3:15-7 pm Mon-Thursday (with
an occasional late night & some Fridays). Need homework help, dinner and
driving to activities around Montclair &
Clifton. Our kids enjoy playing outside
and drawing, and our daughter loves
gymnastics. We have a sweet, energetic
dog that will need walks and feeding.
Email: lisa@lisaclearydesign.com

Classifieds
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LIMITED HOURS P/T BABYSITTER
IN GLEN RIDGE
Looking for a kind, reliable part-time babysitter
to care for a delightful 3-year old girl. Responsibilities include pick up from nursery school
at 5:30 p.m. (5 mins on foot), feeding, and bathing before mother comes home no later than 7
p.m. 3-4 days a week. No special needs or allergies. CPR required. Possible assistance every 2 weeks with transporting daughter on NJT
train to NYC to see father. Please contact madeleine_viljoen@yahoo.com or text (919) 225-1552.

AFTER SCHOOL HELP, LINCOLN PARK
Looking for an active, responsible person for
after school-pick up & transport to gymnastics for our 12 year-old daughter. Safe driver,
light homework help & comfortable with
pets. 16-20 hrs / week.
Email cathnasch@msn.com or call / text
(201) 248-6166.

THE STAR LEDGER, IMMEDIATE OPENINGS, MONTVILLE
The Star Ledger has several openings available in our Montville printing facility. Work
is on our Production Line & requires standing,
bending, twisting & lifting. Standard shifts are
7-8 hours and 7 days a week, inc. overnight.
$10.00 / HR, No Benefits. Please call Monday
& Tuesday between 9am-1pm to make an appointment. (973) 882-6192

AFTERNOON SITTER IN LIVINGSTON
Seeking reliable driving babysitter for two young
girls starting September 2015. Hours 2-5:30 p.m.
Must hold valid drivers’ license and pick up children in your vehicle. Email resume/experience to
Livingstonfamily2013@gmail.com.
$20.00 / HOURS BABYSITTER IN VERONA
Mon-Thurs 3-7:00 p.m. (flexible) with occasional school pick-up. One fun 8-year old
with cerebral palsy and one active, typicallydeveloping 4 yr-old. We’ll train on the special
needs, but any nursing courses or PT/OT experience welcome. Email Brenda at bshaughnessy@gmail.com or call/text (917) 232-6070.
$18-20.00/ HOUR BABYSITTER IN
MONTCLAIR
Looking for a warm, loving, creative & responsible person for after-school care of our 11 & 12
year old girls. Safe driver, enjoys prepping healthy
meals, homework help, & our adorable Cockapoo. 2-7:00 p.m. Mon-Fri. w/ flexible day off.
Mid-August thru indefinitely. Email Amyfriedman100@gmail.com or call/text (917) 331-8439.
$20.00 / HOUR, AFTER-SCHOOL SITTER
IN VERONA
Seeking a responsible, fun & caring after-school
sitter for two 7 year-old girls in Verona NJ. Mon,
Tues, & Thurs 2:45-5:30 p.m. Must have experience
& references. $20.00 /hour.
Call Laura: (973) 495-8599.
DRIVER ASSISTANCE NEEDED, WESTFIELD
Assistance needed beginning September to transport a student from the Westfield area to MSU
Monday through Friday. Has to be at school by
9 a.m. If interested contact: tchiododds@aol.com.

AFTER SCHOOL SITTER, GLEN RIDGE
Looking for a friendly, responsible, reliable After-School Sitter for our 11 year-old
daughter. 3-6 p.m. Tu-Fr. $12 / hr Homework help, driving to / from local activities
& playdates. Start date ASAP.
Email: gsanchez303@yahoo.com or call /
text: (201) 988-3765.

P/T AFTER-SCHOOL DRIVING BABYSITTER, UPPER MONTCLAIR
Seeking warm, energetic, reliable driving
babysitter for kids 5 & 8 in Upper Montclair
(16 hours per week. 2 p.m.-6 p.m. MonThur). Excellent references and clean driving
$15 00 / HR, AFTER-SCHOOL SITTER,
record required. Email dogoodwork2@
GLEN RIDGE
yahoo.com with resume/experience.
Seeking a reliable, fun & friendly After-School
$15.00 / HR, OCCASIONAL BABYSITTER, Sitter for 2 children (5 & 9 yrs old) in Glen
Ridge. Hours are 3-5:00 p.m. Monday thru
MONTCLAIR
Thursday. Must have own car for afterschool
Seeking warm, kind, responsible person to
care for my 7 year-old son on the occasional pick-ups & to drive to a few activities. Some
light homework with 3rd grader. Immediate
date night or after-school. May build to
Start.
twice a week schedule. Special Education
$15/ hour. Call Julie at (973) 558-2246 or
major and / or experience with Special
Email: j14albers@gmail.com.
Needs a plus. $12- $15.00 / hr. depending
on experience. Please call: (347) 432-4160 or
Email: Ryn_a@Hotmail.com.
AFTER SCHOOL SITTER, GLEN RIDGE
$15.00/HR
Seeking a reliable, kind, responsible sitter for
after school at least three days per week. We
are flexible with start times (between 3:00
and 4:00 p.m.) and days. Must have car for
driving to local activities; help with homework, etc. 9 year old twins and 14 year old.
Starting immediately. Please call Rachel at
(917) 359-9082 or email: racheldth92@gmail.
com.

JEWISH TEEN PROGRAM LEADER
IN MONTCLAIR
Bnai Keshet, Montclair, seeks a leader for our developing Jewish Teen Program, to begin immediately. Contact RabbiAriann@bnaikeshet.org for
more information.

AFTER-SCHOOL SITTER, NORTH
CALDWELL
Seeking a friendly, self-motivated & very
reliable person for daily after-school care of
our 8 and 5 year-old daughters. Safe driver
for activities/carpools, homework help, light
housework, playdates & light meal prep. 1520 hrs /week. Email: jctrauman@gmail.com
or call /text: (201) 563-0617.

P/T NANNY, POMPTON PLAINS
P/T Nanny 3–6:30 p.m. Min. of 3 days per week
(prefer 5) for 2 elementary age children in Pompton Plains. Requires homework help, transportation to extracurricular activities, light housework
and cooking. Please call Allie (973) 476-5892.

$20.00 / HR, HOMEWORK HELPER,
MONTCLAIR
$20 / hr. Homework Helper for 13 year-old
daughter. 3 evenings per week: Mon, Tues,
Thurs from 5:15-7:15 pm. in Montclair. Call
Mary Kate at (973) 865-8769.

AFTER-SCHOOL SITTER $15.00 / HR, MONTCLAIR
Recently moved to Montclair family seeking
responsible & fun after-school caregiver for active
10 year old son, 3 to 5 days a week. Responsibilities include taking off bus or picking up at school
& shuffling to and from activities, homework
help, playing sports in backyard and very light
meal prep. Must have own car with clean driving
record, non-smoker and be comfortable with
small dog. 10 to 15 hours/week. $15 per hour.
Email: Psolly08@gmail.com or text (917) 952-6426.

15.00 / HR, BABYSITTER FOR 2 SMALL
CHILDREN, BLOOMFIELD
Seeking a reliable, friendly, patient & responsible sitter for 4 year-old girl & 3 year-old
boy. 28 hrs / week, Mon – Thurs, 8 am – 3:30
pm. Special Ed Major a plus. Salary based
on exp. Please call Alex (973) 951-6854 or
Email: Alexandradaste@hotmail.com.

15.00 / HR, BABYSITTER FOR 2 SMALL CHILDREN, UPPER MONTCLAIR
Seeking a reliable, patient, & engaging babysitter
to care for my 4 year-old son & 2 year-old daughter on the occasional date night or after-school.
May build to twice a week schedule. Education
Major a plus. Please call Jamie at (305) 607-7052 or
Email: Jamielynsmith@ME.com

$12.00 / HR, AFTER-SCHOOL SITTER W /
CAR, CLIFTON
Seeking a friendly, responsible, & dependable
after-school sitter for our 5 year-old daughter.
Safe driver with reliable car for driving from
Montclair school aftercare (Valley road) to our
home in Clifton off Rt 3. Must be comfortable with our adorable small dog too. Hrs.
4:30-6:30 p.m. M-F, $12 / hr. Also would like
to use this person for occasional weekend
sitting! Must have references Email: coll2101@
outlook.com.

For Rent
NEW LISTING! APARTMENT FOR RENT
W/ PARKING, VERONA PARK
Spacious & updated & spacious One bedroom
w/parking for 1 car. Great location near Verona Park & NYC bus. Available Sept 1st.
No smoking. $1250 Coldwell Banker, Montclair. Call (973) 233-2300.
SAVE $$$ – ACROSS FROM MSU
Save $$$. Female students, Grads. Summer or
fall room rentals. June-August or 2015 school
year. Furnished, across from campus. Internet
inc. Singles or share. Available June (possibly
May). Call (973) 778-1504.
OFF-STREET PARKING
Reasonable Off-Street Parking, Mon-Fri. Only 3
mins. walk to MSU Bridge & Shuttle! Call (973)
819-0334. Sun-Sat, 5 a.m.-8:00 p.m. ONLY.
Place YOUR Classified in The Montclarion.
LOW RATES & EXTENDED EXPOSURE.
BOOK YOUR CLASSIFIED AD NOW.
For more info Email MontclarionAdSales@
gmail.com or call Don Spielvogel (973) 6555237 or (215) 860-5533.

Interested in advertising with
The Montclarion?

Email
Montclarionadsales@gmail.com
For more information and details

Toons
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Upcoming Events

Come Join Us!

Room 113 Student Center Annex
973.655.5230

Montclarionchief@gmail.com

MontEditor@gmail.com

THE

WORLD

WITHOUT

NEWS
WOULD BE...

Breakfast on the Go!
Thursday, Oct. 1
9 a.m.-1 p.m.
UN Lobby

CaribSo: Bake Sale
Wednesday, Oct. 7
12-4 p.m.
UN Lobby

Femvolution Bake Sale
Monday, Oct. 5
11 a.m.-4 p.m.
Dickson Hall Lobby

Montclair University Gamers:
Relaxation Event: Arts and Crafts
Wednesday, Oct. 7
2:30-5 p.m.
UN 1010

UAASO’s Pumpkin Fest
Monday, Oct. 5
6-9 p.m.
SC 180- Rathskeller
Montclair Students for Justice
in Palestine: Benefit
Bake Sale for Syrian Refugees
Tuesday, Oct. 6
11 a.m.-2 p.m.
Dickson Hall Lobby
MSU Public Health Association:
Bone Marrow Donor Drive
Wednesday, Oct. 7
9 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
SC 2nd Floor Lobby

Speaking Through Silence:
Sacrificial Poet Series
Thursday, Oct. 8
7-11 p.m.
SC 180- Rathskeller
Drag Extravaganza
Friday, Oct. 9
10 p.m.-12 a.m.
UN 1070
CAPS: Out of the Darkness Walk
Saturday, Oct. 10
11:30 a.m.-3 p.m.
Check-in begins at the Student
Center and the walk commences at
noon.

Have an event coming up?
Let us know!
Email
Montclarionproduction@gmail.com

Photo courtesy of wikipedia.org.

LOVE TO DRAW?
Submit your comics/cartoons
to The Montclarion at
Montclarionproduction@gmail.com

Opinion

themontclarion.org
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Make Montclair State a Damp Campus

A

Melisa Vallovera| The Montclarion

s Homecoming Weekend slowly creeps closer, students have begun to get excited
for the scheduled festivities that
will be taking place on campus,
like the carnival, Homecoming
showcase and, especially, the
big football game. However,
there is one festivity that no current Montclair State students
will be taking part in: drinking.
Since the beginning of the
fall semester in 1984, Montclair
State University has claimed to
be a “dry campus,” meaning
that there would be absolutely
no alcohol on the main campus
and residence halls.
As a consequence, students,
for the past 30 years, have been
unable to consume alcohol on
main campus and in most residence halls. Those who dared to
go against the rules have faced

harsh disciplinary measures.
For some students, disciplinary
measures have been as devastating as expulsion.
No one would agree that
expulsion is a fair response to
adults legally drinking, as anyone over the age of 21 has the
legal right to drink alcohol.
Yet, in order to be a student at Montclair State, young
adults are forced to sign those
rights away while on campus.
It clearly does not seem to be a
fair trade, as many other nearby universities have never required their students to do the
same.
Montclair State says it has
based its alcohol policy on two
principles. The first is “the laws
of the State of New Jersey” and
the second is that “any consumption must occur within a
social framework wherein bev-

Thumbs Up

erages are not the focus of the
event.”
These principles have allowed for a large amount of
wiggle room. Montclair State’s
“dry campus” rule, like with
many others, has exceptions.
For example, the Montclair
State University: Alcohol Policy and Resource Guide states
that “Alcohol is permitted only
where all residents are of legal
drinking age and where there
are no guests who are not of
legal drinking age and only inside the [Village at Little Falls
Apartments].”
Another exception will take
place just this weekend during which students will act as
onlookers when alumni, who
were students just months ago,
throw some back at the Beer
Garden event featured during
the Homecoming Weekend.

With various exceptions, it
is clear that Montclair State cannot be called a fully dry campus and their policies cannot be
truly taken to heart. It is evident
that Montclair State may just be
a damp campus.
Quite honestly, the university’s alcohol policy is a bit
much. Although the principles
the policy is based on are made
in good conscience, they are
excessive. Of course it is important to enforce the law for
anyone underage drinking, but
people who are over 21 are not
subject to the same alcohol laws
as those who are under 21 and
need to be treated thusly. All
students cannot be placed in the
same group based on their living arrangements.
The Village Apartments cannot house every student over
the age of 21 who lives on cam-

pus. With that in mind, it is not
fair to restrict the alcohol use
of some students because there
was no room for them at The
Village Apartments.
Montclair State needs to grow
up and learn to treat adults like
adults. Students need to be
able to make their own choices
and learn from their mistakes
without the school administration breathing down their
necks. Montclair State University will probably never be
the next big party school, but
there is no reason to keep it as
a self-proclaimed “dry campus”
for students who can legally
drink. Montclair State may not
be a “dry campus,” but the
university should make it official that it is a damp campus.

Question of the Week:
Do you think that Montclair State University
should be a dry campus?

Homecoming
Fall TV shows come back
Government did
not shut down

Thumbs Down
Hurricane Joaquin
Pope leaves
Volkswagen scandal

Contact us at
montclarionopinion@gmail.com

to find out more about
sharing your views!

“Yes. I think it keeps our
campus from being an unsafe
community. We have one of
the safest campuses in the
state and I think it has to do
with being a dry campus. ”
-Gianna Zaino
Biochemistry,
Junior

“I believe it is better to have
a dry campus because school
and alcohol really don’t mix
well. I do like the idea of The
Village Apartments because
they are [for students] 21
and older and most of them
are going to graduate soon,
but I think, on campus, it
should stay dry.”
-Carly Corrar
Fashion Studies,
Sophomore

“I agree with [its status], but I
do think that people who are 21
and older should be allowed to
do as they please with their alcohol, since they are already at
an age where they can decide
what they want to do.”

“Yes, because there are a lot
of young students here and
I don’t think they would be
able to handle it.”

-Lizabeth Deguero
Animation/Illustration,
Freshman

-Dona Smith
Communications,
Senior
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Post-Revolution Ukraine Ready For Change
After uprising, de facto independence is in the forefront of public discussion

“G

reat
Ukraine!”
was
the
slogan
m a n y
Ukrainians shoutAWIJE BAHRAMI ed during
ENTERTAINMENT their revolution,
EDITOR
which, for
the people of Ukraine, is known
as the Revolution of the Bourgeois or the Revolution of the
Creative Class.
The uprising was a message from the people of Ukraine
to the rest of the world; they
demand to break free from Russia’s post-imperial sphere of influence. It took place from the
end of 2013 until mid-2014 and
resulted in Russia’s annexation of the Ukrainian island of
Crimea, as well as the ongoing war between the Ukrainian
army and Russian separatists in
the Luhansk and Donbas region
of eastern Ukraine.
The immediate cause for the
recent revolution was the abrupt
refusal of former Ukrainian

president Viktor Yanukovych
to sign the Ukraine-European
Union Association Agreement
which would have allowed
for closer economic and political ties between Ukraine and
the European Union and could
have resulted in Ukraine moving away from Russia’s influence. The declining Ukrainian
economy and the high level of
corruption in the government
were also underlying causes of
the uprising.
Andrii Bondarenko, a graduate History major in his last
year at the Ukrainian Catholic
University in Lviv, Ukraine,
who participated in the recent
revolution, observed that the
demonstrators and activists
were mostly people between
the ages of 20 to 40.
“They [grew] up in [independent] Ukraine, they know
other languages and they’ve
been [to] foreign countries,”
said Bondarenko. Young activists, like Yulia Marushevska,
whose “I am a Ukrainain” YouTube video went viral during
the revolution, poet/novelist
Serhiy Zhadan and others who

represent the Ukrainian people,
call for de facto independence.
Ukraine has a history of
uprisings. In 2004, the Orange
Revolution gained momentum
after the presidential elections
were claimed to have been
rigged and voter intimidation
had been used. However, unlike the revolution in 2014, the
one in 2004 remained bloodless.
Ukraine was part of the
Soviet Union (USSR) from the
beginning of its existence until 1991. Although many years
have passed since the dissolution of the USSR, Russia still
wants to keep Ukraine as close
as possible both economically
and politically.
According to Timothy Snyder in the New York Book Review,
Russian president Vladimir
Putin argues that “members of
the European Union have abandoned traditional European
culture [as in religious, sexual
and political exclusivism] for
‘decadence’” and that Russia’s
way is the only representation
of civilization.
In 1991, when the USSR
dissolved and Ukraine declared

its independence, the validity of
this separation was only on paper. Ukraine is still very much
connected to Russia in many aspects of its society.
Ukrainians now call for the
actual implementation of independence. They want to decide for themselves what road
they want their country to take,
which is the road to European
integration.
Bondarenko said that the
biggest reminder of the revolution is the war Ukraine is currently fighting against Russia.
“[Russia doesn’t] want [an] independent and strong Ukraine;
they want to become a new empire and, without Ukraine, it
couldn’t happen.” Ukrainians,
on the other hand, want to separate themselves from Russia because Ukraine has its own language and culture. Ukrainians
want leaders who care and fight
for the interest of Ukraine and
not for the interest of Russia.
In Kiev, the capital of Ukraine,
and on the Maidan, the central
square of the city, peaceful protests were interrupted by violence from the government on

Nov. 21, 2013 as a way to disperse the crowd.
Since the beginning of the
revolution and the ongoing
conflict in the east of the country, 6,000 people have died for
the future of Ukraine. After
a year and a half, people are
mostly focused on the economy
and social problems. “We need
to improve our government, so
we are trying,” said Bondarenko. However, Bondarenko went
on to explain that they are in a
state of war.
The people who gave their
lives on the Maidan did not die
in vain. In some respects, it was
good that Yanukovych did not
approve the Ukraine-European
Union Association Agreement.
It was the necessary step for
Ukraine to get out of Russia’s
orbit and bring de facto independence into the forefront of
public discussion.

Awije Bahrami, a Classics and
German major, is in her second year
as the Entertainment Editor for The
Montclarion.

Age and Years Dated are Only Numbers
Not everyone is made to play the field in college

W

h e n
I
mention that
I’ve been
in a relationship
for
four
I
DANIELLE DESISTO years,
get a lot
COLUMNIST
of mixed
reactions. There’s usually a lot
of “Aw, how cute!” or “Damn,
I could never do that. Don’t you
want to play the field?” and the
classic “If I was dating for someone that long I’d be bored.”
But, I’m not bored. I haven’t
been bored for a single day
in four years. And, if I was 10

years older, I’d never get asked
that question.
The general stereotype for dating in college revolves around
“playing the field.” We are encouraged to “date around” and
discover what we like and don’t
like in people. I am by no means
against this tactic and I’ve seen a
lot of strong relationships grow
out of it. But once we’ve found
what we’re looking for, I don’t
think we should be interrogated
about it regardless of age.
“Dating around” can involve
a lot of social gatherings and not
everyone is a party person. Everyone knows how difficult it is
to talk to someone they like and
it can be 10 times more chal-

lenging to get to know someone
in a crowded room. Our college
years are often full of crowded
rooms.
It’s rare to see stable, healthy
relationships, especially in early
adulthood, but when it works,
it works. So why would we ever
suggest to one another that we
dive back into the dating pool,
where so many of us drown?
If I was in my early thirties rather than twenties, no one
would blink an eye at the length
of my relationship. People can
fall in love at any age, but it is
only taken seriously once we
have diplomas, jobs and bills to
pay. But before we become responsible adults, we’re expect-

ed to “get out there.”
I’ve never “gotten out there”
per se, but that’s because I’ve
already reached the goal my
peers playing the field are trying to achieve. I’ve discovered
what I like. I happened to, with
a lot of luck, get a jump start in
the game.
There’s an old cliché preaching, “If it’s not broken, don’t
fix it.” The same can be said
for long-term relationships at
any age. Though when we met
my boyfriend had braces and
I hadn’t even learned to drive,
we were able to build something that helps me get through
the day. Four years later, I still
have that feeling. Why would

I go looking for something I already have?
For some teens and twentysomethings, it’s great to test the
waters and learn which personalities work best for them. Some
prefer to stay with partners for
months or years at a time. Others are perfectly content with
being single. Every option is
okay and each one should be
both accepted and respected.
But, if two people make each
other happy in a healthy way,
there’s no point in asking if
they’d have it any other way.

Danielle DeSisto, a Theatre Studies
major, is in her first year as a columnist
for The Montclarion.

Politically Aware Teen Goes Viral

13 year old CJ Pearson making a splash with conservative views on Youtube

C

onservative
activist
Coreco
JaQuan
Pearson
has taken
NICHOLAS DA SILVA the term
COLUMNIST
“kids say
the darndest things” to a whole new level. The 13-year-old has become
an online sensation through
numerous Youtube videos he
has made slamming President
Barack Obama along with
many of his fellow Democrats
in Congress.
Since he posted his first
Youtube video back in Feb. 2015
entitled “President Obama: Do
You Really Love America,”
the eighth grade student from
Grovetown, Ga. has been applauded by Republicans and
dismissed by Democrats. Pearson has even appeared on Fox
News numerous times and, on
Sept. 8, Texas Senator Ted Cruz

named him the national chairman of “Teens for Ted.”
However, it is his most recent video that has caused quite
a stir. Since its posting on Sept.
16, the video “Dear Mr. President and Ahmed” has received
nearly two million views, making it the second most viewed
video on his channel.
In the video, Pearson criticized Obama’s decision to invite police-interrogated teen
Ahmed Mohamed to the White
House. Pearson tells his viewers that Obama’s motivation for
inviting the Muslim teenager to
the White House was to only
further his own political agenda.
“He’s used this child as a political prop,” Pearson said. “This
president has used this child to
push his radical, leftward agenda. I think it’s disgusting and I
think many, many people [will]
agree.”
Yet the controversy did not
stop with his video, as this past
week, Pearson posted an im-

age on his Facebook page that
seemed to show that he had
been blocked from viewing
Obama’s official Twitter account. The Obama Administration almost immediately denied
Pearson’s claims as Assistant
Press Secretary Frank Benenati
tweeted, “Public Service Announcement: Nobody is or has
ever been blocked from the
@POTUS twitter account.”
Since the incident, Pearson has
stood by his story, but there has
not yet been any official confirmation.
Still, there is one truth
that cannot be denied; Pearson
should be admired. Whether
you agree with Pearson’s views
or not, he has continually had
the guts to speak out openly
against what he believes is
wrong with the United States to
the point where he has drawn
great ire from those who oppose his viewpoints. There are
certain politicians in our country who are not as vocal and
blunt in their opinions as this

eighth-grade student is. His internet presence should serve as
encouragement for others to get
involved in politics and become
informed citizens.
However, Pearson has
been met with his fair share of
opposition. Those who use social media to insult a 13-yearold boy for voicing his beliefs
should feel absolutely ashamed
of themselves. Those kinds of
people are trying to encourage today’s youth to keep their
opinions to themselves and preventing our nation’s younger
individuals from becoming
involved or even informed on
politics.
I am not commending this
boy because I believe everything he says. I am commending him because he is a shining
example of someone utilizing
their First Amendment right.
Trying to use scare tactics to get
someone to back down from
their argument is not only immature, but it is the ultimate
insult to the First Amendment.

Pearson is living proof that
you can make an impact no
matter what your age is. With
high school on the horizon, this
boy has already done so much
and has so much ahead of him.
I can only imagine that having
connections to a Senator and
possible GOP presidential candidates like Ted Cruz is only
going to help secure a bright
and prosperous future for Pearson.
What Pearson says and does
next is anybody’s guess, but I
know that, when he does speak
his mind again, I will be watching with curiosity and respect.

Nicholas Da Silva, a Journalism major,
is in his second year as a columnist for
The Montclarion.
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Boehner Calls It Quits
Speaker of the House’s announcement leaves some overjoyed and others upset

S

peaker of the
H o u s e
J o h n
Boehner,
in an unexpected
DANIEL
and unFALKENHEIM
ASSISTANT SPORT- c o m m o n
move, anEDITOR
nounced
he would resign from his Speakership, effective at the end of
October. Boehner, 65, spent the
last 24 years as a member of the
U.S. House of Representatives
and spent the last four as the
Speaker of the House.
Boehner joyfully sang
“Zip-A-Dee-Doo-Dah” as he
approached the podium and
there’s no doubt that some
of his Republican colleagues
thought the same thing when
he announced he’d be resigning. His resignation comes on
the heels of him not supporting
a government shutdown over

Planned Parenthood, but the
turmoil between Boehner and
Republican extremists has been
brewing for a few years now.
Over the course of his Speakership, Boehner has been reduced to the role of a parent trying to manage his kid’s temper
tantrum at the toy store. Where
a kid might cry about not getting a giant dollhouse or the latest gaming console, Boehner’s
Republican colleagues threw a
tantrum when Boehner would
not give into their desires to not
fund the Department of Homeland Security or shutdown the
government over Planned Parenthood.
In an interview with Face the
Nation, Boehner called some of
his colleagues “false prophets”
and expressed discontent over
Republicans promoting proposals that they themselves knew
would never happen. That’s the
divide that ultimately forced
him out: ideology versus practicality.

While his colleagues wanted to push a far-right agenda,
no matter how impractical,
Boehner was more concerned
about building consensus and
trying to come up with a bill
both parties could swallow.
I cannot offer you that
last sentence in good faith, as
Boehner presided over two of
the most unproductive, tumultuous sessions of Congress in
recent history. He filed a lawsuit against the president in
2014. He’s not shy to skewering
Democrats on occasion. Yet, this
same John Boehner has been
heralded as a great consensusbuilder by almost all of his colleagues since his resignation.
This is the state of politics in America. Boehner, whose
views are on the far-right side of
the political spectrum, is called
a centrist and is not conservative enough according to some
of his colleagues. The ideological fringes of a few decades ago
are now considered centrist.

Senator Ted Cruz and
other “false prophets” may
have extreme views that play
well at small Republican voter’s
summits, but their proposals
are unrealistic and push the
Republican party further away
from the general American voter. We’ve seen this during the
past few Republican primary
cycles; candidates will position
themselves on the far-right during the primary only to scurry
back to the middle during the
general election.
Boehner may be leaving,
but his hostile Republican colleagues will still be there. Ultimately, whoever replaces
Boehner as Speaker will face
the same exact issues he did. It’s
hard to believe Boehner when
he says he is leaving for the
good of the institution because
seemingly nothing will change
after his resignation.
Both Republicans and Democrats alike will shed a signature
‘Boehner tear’ as he moves onto

retirement. For Republicans, I
agree with Congressman Peter
King when he said Bohner’s
resignation symbolizes the “crazies” taking over the party. For
Democrats, they will lose their
infrequent ally and will have to
deal with someone even more
hard-line than Boehner.
Let’s face it: Boehner left
because his job became impossible. Every political decision
became a balance of pushing
his party further to the right –
and getting nothing done – or
be ripped by his colleagues for
not being conservative enough.
Regardless, Boehner spent
nearly 30 years in public office
and that in and of itself should
be celebrated.

Daniel Falkenheim, a Journalism major,
is in his first year as Assistant Sports
Editor for The Montclarion.
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Appreciation or Appropriation?
Cultural awareness may be able to stop appropriation

T

h
e
m e d i a
has manipulated
words to
present
MICHELLE STROTHERS one style
ASSISTANT OPINION of fashion
as
riskEDITOR
taking
and the other as forbidden.
Why was Miley Cyrus able
to dread her hair, splash colors into it and parade around
MTV’s Video Music Awards
without ever mentioning that
she was attempting to portray
funk legend George Clinton?
Is it okay that some present
their appropriation as appreciation? Absolutely not.
Many in the media do not
understand the strength behind
their words. Media outlets use
words such as “edgy” to express their approval of celebrities like Kylie Jenner for flaunt-

ing dreadlocks and big lips, but
continue to condemn women of
color for their naturally-locked
hair and full lips. For example,
E!’s Fashion Police host Giuliana Rancic made a comment
that Zendaya Coleman’s deadlocks somehow smelled like
“patchouli” or “weed.”
For a long time, I struggled
to hide my full lips. It ate away
at the love that I knew I should
have for myself. The media has
shamed me and other AfricanAmerican women who look
similar due to our traditionally
larger features. On the other
hand, those who undergo plastic surgery to emulate features
we naturally have are been
praised and called beautiful.
How are African-American
women supposed to explain to
their daughters that what their
hair naturally does is, in fact,
not accepted? Young AfricanAmerican girls should not be
told they are appropriating

their own culture if they wear
a dashiki to show appreciation
for African history, especially
when they are from African ancestry. African-Americans, or
any ethnic group for that matter,
should never be told that they
are attempting to identify with
the ‘watered-down’ history of
their homeland. Women should
never have to worry that wearing their hair in a natural style
will adversely affect the amount
of job offers they receive or that
their curves will be considered
offensive in the work place, but
celebrated when shaking it in a
music video.
How are African American
mothers supposed to tell their
children that their culture may
be ripped from beneath them
and sold to the highest bidder?
Kierna Mayo, the Editor-inChief of Ebony, wrote in their
August issue that there are
“overwhelming reminders that
America truly loves what it

perceives as Black—from baby
oil to butts, collard greens to
crunk—but actual Black people? Perhaps not so much.” The
cover of the magazine looked
like it read “America Loves
Black People,” however the
last word was scribbled over
and instead covered with the
word “Culture.” In the end, the
August cover ultimately read:
“America Loves Black Culture”
- not black people.
It is true. American’s perception of what is “trendy,”
“edgy,” “urban” or “risk-taking” undercuts many minorities’ culture and heritage. South
Asians like Devyani Shekhawat,
a contributing writer for New
York University’s independent
student newspaper, refuses to
wear artifacts that represent
and celebrate her culture due
to the ridicule and name-calling
that would follow.
Festivals like Coachella
have especially been targeted

for the misuse of South Asian
bindi beads. Popular American
culture has created a connection
between traditional representations of culture and costumes.
This has lead the disassociation
of the true meaning of the cultural representations and has
made them only a trend, not a
part of someone’s cultural ancestry.
In order to stop the rampant
cultural appropriation, Americans must tuck away consumerist thoughts and avoid throwing
on a piece of clothing to get a
few extra likes on social media.
Following fast fashion trends is
fun, but it does not have to come
at the expense of others. As a
society, we must become more
culturally aware and find more
acceptable ways to celebrate our
unique ancestry.

Michelle Strothers, a Sociology major,
is in her first year as Assistant Opinion
Editor for The Montclarion.

New Business School Trumps Partridge

Beautiful building houses everything a business student would ever need

T

he
o p e n ing of the
Mimi and
E d w i n
Feliciano
School of
OZIOMA UGBOAJA B u s i n e s s
marks a
COLUMNIST
new beginning for the business program at Montclair State University. The stark contrast
between this new facility and
that of Partridge Hall is quite
interesting. One can’t help but
be impressed with the dramatic
physical augmentations that the
intangible entity of the business
school has taken on in relocating from Partridge to Feliciano.
Most returning Montclair
State business students are likely to recall vividly the state of

the older school in which they
attended classes, met with academic advisors and took critical final exams. Not to say that
the conditions were deplorable
to the point of repulsion, but to
put it simply, it could have been
better.
For one, the old facility always seemed somewhat
cramped. It was rather common
for students to wait outside of
classrooms in anticipation of
the end of a session, so that they
could take their seats prior to
the start of their own individual
classes. The narrow hallways of
Partridge Hall did not help the
situation at all. These were the
moments in which the narrowness of the halls at Partridge, as
well as the cramped areas of the
facility, made themselves more
evident.
At times, there seemed to be

an inadequate amount of space
to accommodate the number of
students in attendance. The elevator at the central lobby was
also incredibly limited in space.
It didn’t seem like it was capable of fitting in a significant
amount of people with each ascension or descension.
A separate issue with regard to Partridge Hall was that
many items seemed rather old
and worn out, from the furniture to the water fountains. The
streams of water that projected
out of some of the fountains
were so thin and short that one
would prefer to just avoid them
all together.
It seems evident that the
shortcomings of Partridge Hall
as a home for the School of
Business at Montclair State did
not go unnoticed. No one can
deny the significant improve-

ment that the Feliciano School
of Business has made in such a
short amount of time. Not only
is it functional in its capacity
to accommodate the multitude
of students that attend classes
there, but it is also visually appealing. Even President Susan
Cole felt it was completely necessary to thank the architect
responsible for designing the
beautiful building during the
Feliciano School of Business
ribbon cutting ceremony, along
with the donors who supported
its construction.
Unlike Partridge Hall, the
Feliciano School of Business
conforms to the architectural
theme that is quite prevalent
throughout the university.
The interior of the building is
incredibly spacious, the classrooms are more up-to-date with
a 21st-century feel and the el-

Concerning Editorials and Columns

evators are large and capable
of containing a decent amount
of people. In addition, the facility contains a mock trade floor
along with 35 3-D printers. For
students who spend a long portion of their day within the business school, there is also an eatery where they can purchase a
good meal at a reasonable price.
The new Business School is
indeed an undeniable improvement from the previous one,
and Montclair State University
puts a lot of effort in to supporting its claim: “It’s All Here.”

Ozioma Ugboaja, a Business
Administration major, is in his first year
as a columnist for The Montclarion.
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‘Arrow’
‘The Flash’
Season 2 Preview Season 4 Preview
Thomas Formoso
Sports Editor

Thomas Formoso
Sports Editor

Photo courtesy of flickr.com.
Photo courtesy of wikipedia.org.
The Flash ended season
one with a giant singularity
engulfing Central City and the
Flash entering the singularity
to stop it. Based on early details of season two, the writers
are going to be delving even
deeper into the Flash’s universe and cast of characters.
As the promos continue to
boast Earth-2’s Flash Jay Garrick, things will get increasingly complicated. 			
The people of Central
City are facing a new threat,
according to Garrick, with villains of the parallel universe
coming through the singularity that nearly engulfed the
city after Eobard Thawne was
erased from existence. That

Arrow will begin its
fourth season on Oct. 7 and
seems like it will fix some of
the problems it had last season. The third season of Arrow
was not able to capitalize on
the things that went right in
season two. Instead, it had a
jumbled mess that just didn’t
mesh well with the overall tone
of the show. The villain, Ra’s
al Ghul, was well-portrayed
by Matt Nable, but didn’t have
the menace or personal connection that Slade Wilson had
in season two.
This season, however, the producers have been
boasting a new show, with

was after Eddie Thawne shot
himself to ensure that Eobard
would never exist. Are you
confused yet?
Add all of these developments to Cisco exploring his
ability to see through the vibrations of the universe. This
is a great way for characters
like Eobard and others to still
exist on the show, but not on
Earth-Prime, if you will.
There’s a lot to be excited for in the second season
of The Flash as they continue
to deal with time travel and
the Multiverse, something
that can be a completely separate lecture. Season two of The
Flash will premiere on The CW
on Oct. 6 at 8 p.m.

Oliver Queen now referred to
as the Green Arrow.
With a villain that has a
long-standing rivalry with the
now-deceased Ra’s al Ghul,
season three may tie into the
events of season four.
With
Sara
Lance’s
resurrection aided by Constantine, revived from NBC’s
failed series, Malcom Merlyn becoming the new Ra’s al
Ghul and the repercussions of
Thea Queen’s trip to the Lazarus Pit, season four promises
to change the tone of the show
and pick up on the mistakes
that were made in season
three.

Between Top and Flop, Fetty Wap
Tiffany Saez
Production Editor

Left: Album cover of Fetty Wap’s self-titled album, Fetty Wap. Right: Cover for Fetty Wap’s single “Trap Queen.”
From “Trap Queen” to
“My Way” to “679,” 2015 has
been great to Willie Maxwell, who
is better known as Fetty Wap to
his fans. After having produced
a string of top 10 hit singles, the
one-eyed New Jersey native just
released his self-titled debut album last week. As with all debuts,
Fetty Wap could be a good way
of indicating whether the rapper
really stands out as an artist and
whether he is musically capable of
maintaining his success in the long
run.
While there is nothing particularly unique or moving about
this album, it is a great disc to play
to get the party started. Much of
the album features similar, recycled melodies as well as Fetty
opening his songs with “Yeeaaah”
or “seventeen thirty-eight.” One
cannot help but notice the recurrence of Monty, a rapper who is
featured in seven songs (nine if
you listen to the deluxe version) of

the album.
Though generic, the theme
of Fetty Wap’s album seems to be
in line with that of many other artists. Indeed, all throughout Fetty
Wap, we hear the rapper attempting to recuperate a lost love or trying to grab her attention.
On “Again,” for example, Fetty is direct and wastes no
time in opening the track with
the hook: “I want you to be mine
again baby/ I cannot see myself
without you/ I go out of my way
to please you.” This song also
makes an allusion to Fetty’s most
famous single “Trap Queen” and
even incorporates some of its lyrics.
Fetty gets more serious in
“Rewind,” a slow-jam about having to cope with the pain of seeing one’s ex with a new lover. The
track, of course, features Monty,
but its lyrics really tap into one’s
post-breakup state of mind.
Sounding like the kind of song

Photos courtesy of wikipedia.org.

an infatuated schoolboy would
feature in a mixtape to his crush,
the slow and steady “D.A.M.” is
pretty straightforward in that it is
apparently about a girl who is “so
damn fine,” a verse that Fetty repeats until the song’s end.
Meanwhile, veering off
the theme of love, the track “I’m
Straight” sounds more like the
typical rap song in which Fetty
does nothing but throw flowers at
himself by mentioning his money,
his cars and his sneakers, to which
the best verse in this song alludes;
“You should see my sneakers
shine, they like ‘damn baby.’”
With his chain of consecutive hit singles and his winning
the VMA for Artist to Watch,
this past summer could have easily been considered the summer
of Fetty Wap. For those reasons
alone, it was not surprising to find
fans and critics highly anticipant
of the release of Fetty’s debut album. 20 tracks later ,listeners find

themselves neither awed nor disappointed by the simple, catchy
tunes spouted by the New Jersey
rapper.
Though his music may not
be considered as innovative or
lyrically intricate as Kanye West’s
or Kendrick Lamar’s, it wouldn’t
be right to wholly denounce Fetty
Wap as untalented or generic.
Fetty Wap has had his
moment, but only time and hard
work can tell whether he can expand that moment into an epoch.
Indeed, the rapper has potential
in that he has a very strange voice
that almost resembles that of an
inebriated man, but it works well
for him and gives his music a very
jovial and worry-free appeal.
In view of the fact that his
debut album dropped last Friday,
Fetty is still a relatively new player to the rap world and still has a
chance to prove that he is capable
of making much more than just
feel good music.
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Upcoming Entertainment Events
Monday

10/5
/

Tuesday

Thursday

10/6

10/1

Films and
Filmmakers:
Cuban Short Films
University Hall,
Room 1010
7 p.m.

Wednesday

10/7
Composer, Johan de
Meij
Chapin Hall,
Leshowitz Recital
Hall
1 p.m.

PLAYERS:
Montclair Improv
League & Friends
Richardson Hall,
Room 120
8 p.m.
Elements of Oz
Peak Performance
Kasser Theatre
7:30 p.m.

Saturday
Friday

10/2

10/3
Elements of Oz
Peak Performance
Kasser Theatre
3 p.m.

Sunday

Piano Trios
(Faculty Recital)
in Chapin Hall,
Leshowital Recital
Hall
8 p.m.
PLAYERS:
Montclair Improv
League & Friends
Richardson Hall,
Room 120
8 p.m.
Elements of Oz
Peak Performance
Kasser Theatre
7:30 p.m.

10/4
/

2015 grad ad - Montclair 10.75x10.4.pdf 1 9/22/2015 4:28:51 PM

C

M

Y

CM

MY

CY

CMY

K

Graduate Open House
Saturday, October 17, 2015
Connect with program directors & admissions staff from more than
50 graduate & professional programs of study at Rutgers University-Newark!
RSVP & More Information at:

admissions.rutgers.edu/gradopenhousenews
* Free continental breakfast & parking will be provided. *
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‘Hotel Transylvania 2’:
Animated Sequel is a True Monstrosity
Julia Siegel
Staff Writer

It isn’t too shocking that Hotel
Transylvania 2 had the top opening weekend of all September films, overtaking its
predecessor in the process.
According to Box Office Mojo,
Hotel Transylvania 2 brought in $47.5 million, which beat the previous $42.5 million haul by Hotel Transylvania in September 2012.
With no animated films being
released since the beginning of August,
families flocked to movie theaters for
some much-needed entertainment. The
trailers and commercials that Sony released to promote the film were full of
laughs for all ages, which undoubtedly
convinced parents that they should bring
their children to see it. Personally, I had
some high hopes for Hotel Transylvania 2
because the trailers were so entertaining.
However, this film was disappointing for a number of reasons. First,
all of the best parts were shown through
pre-released, marketing campaigns. The
trailers wound up showing too much
of the story and laughs, leaving me dissatisfied as I sat watching the film in the
theater.
In addition, the entire storyline
was too predictable, which is not uncommon in animated features. If you have
seen the trailers and commercials for Hotel Transylvania 2 already, then I suggest
you do not spend money to go and see
it in theaters. The only truly funny part
of the film, that was previously shown as
well, was when Dracula’s father, Vlad,
was introduced. Vlad is voiced by Mel
Brooks, who was the only voice actor to
give a good comedic performance.
Another reason for my disappointment was that the jokes and story
are more geared toward children rather
than adults. I am a strong believer that
animated features should be made and
written with adults in mind first and
children second. If an animated movie is
to succeed, it needs to be able to hold the
attention of children as well as adults.
This makes parents want to bring their
children to see the film and then to give
better word-of-mouth reviews to other

parents, who subsequently bring their
own children to see the film. This simple
concept is why Disney and Pixar movies
have always been so successful. I wish
Sony would take that same model and
apply it to their films because it would
definitely make them better. Without
some adult humor, I found myself becoming bored very quickly and, in turn,
I grew disinterested in the film.
In addition to the jokes, the story
is more child-friendly as opposed to being suited for adults as well. The basic
message of the film is that all children
should be accepted for who they are.
Though this is an adult concept and a
direct message to the parents, it is not
interesting or deep enough to hold our
attention for long. The message may resonate with children, but I do not expect
them to take much away from it.
The final disappointment was the
writing. The film was written by Adam
Sandler, so I expected more comedically
from him. Sandler, Kevin James, David
Spade, Steve Buscemi and Andy Samberg led an impressive cast of voice actors, who were all not properly used. If a
film has big time comedians, you would
expect it to be funny and to have writing that accommodates each comedian’s
specialty. Hotel Transylvania 2 did the
exact opposite. Each role had minimal,
non-comedic lines, which wasted the
voice talent. There is no reason to have
such a star-filled cast if the film is not going to let them shine. I was also surprised
by the lack of improv and comedy. The
film could have been made for way less
and turned out the same way with lesser-known actors.
All in all, Hotel Transylvania 2
winds up being another cute, unenjoyable animated film. This film lacked way
too much to be considered ‘good.’ It sold
well in its opening weekend, but I do not
expect the same result in the upcoming
weeks as poor reviews will make their
rounds, sinking the hopes of the film’s
repeat win at the box office.

Photo courtesy of wikipedia.org.

Homecoming Concert A Smash Hit
Alex Gamboa
Contributing Writer

After setting eyes on a line that
spanned the road from Yogi Berra Stadium’s entrance all the way to Car Parc
Diem, I could clearly see the anticipation that Montclair State students had
for the 2015 Homecoming Concert. The
event was headlined by pop artist Tori
Kelly and featured sets from Reggae artist OMI, R&B performer Natalie la Rose
and the MC of the night, New Jersey’s
very own DJ Wallah. The chance to see
all of this talent perform for only 10 dollars was an opportunity I could not pass
up.
The line for the concert was a bit
annoying to stand in, especially when
line cutters were obvious, but within
due time it had condensed to a size that
moved along pretty quickly. I entered
the concert to the sounds of hip-hop and
Jersey Club music played by DJ Wallah, rallying students for the big night
ahead.
Unfortunately, I had missed the
first one thousand ticket holder mark
that was needed to enter the field. Anyone behind the one-thousandth person,

Natalie lalaRose
with
fans.
Natalie
Roseposing
psoing
with
fans.

like me, had to observe the concert from
the bleachers.
Fortunately, the event staff,
in conjunction with UPD, made a very
good decision an hour and a half into
the concert by allowing concertgoers to
flood the field at will.
The first performer on deck was
OMI. He performed four songs. The
song that really got me excited was was
his hit single from the summer, “Cheerleader.” The chance to hear the words
of this summer sensation sung live by
the man himself was truly remarkable.
He also performed his new song, “Hula
Hoop.” This song contained the familiar sound to the summer single that put
him on the map, but was not nearly as
hypnotic or groundbreaking.
Next to perform was Natalie la
Rose, a singer whom I cared little about
and knew nothing of before going into
the concert. However, after her performance this past weekend, I will definitely be on the lookout for more of her
music. Her vocal talent was there and
the amount of showmanship evident in

Tori Kelly
Yogi
Berra
Stadium.
Tori
Kellyperforms
performsatat
Yogi
Berra
Stadium.

her wonderfully choreographed dances
made her the star of the night. The energy from the crowd was teeming when
she performed her track, “Around the
World,” which features Paterson’s own
Fetty Wap.
There was an approximate
30-minute wait before the headliner,
Tori Kelly, appeared on stage. Truth
be told, many guests along with myself
were a bit confused and found most of
the energy from the previous performances lacking by the time she took the
stage.
When Kelly entered after the
intermission, she was met with a very
welcoming and roaring applause. She
strutted on stage with her acoustic guitar in hand and her professional ensemble behind her. She unleashed a variety
of soulful tracks upon the ecstatic Montclair State crowd. However, the electricity was really in the air when she sung
“Nobody Love” and many concertgoers
were heard singing along.
Overall, SGA and SLAM’s
homecoming concert was a success.

Photos courtesy of A.J. Primavera.
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“To my knowledge, [the 2015 Homecoming Concert] has been the
largest turnout in Montclair State history for an event like this.”
-Rahjon White, Student Government Association President

These two organizations really showed
their prowess by organizing such a recognizable and gifted group of talented
performers that our generation could
truly get excited about.
The downfalls of the show, I
would have to say, were the sometimes
awkward intermissions and the organizers only allowing a portion of the
audience on the field for the first part
of the show. Without these setbacks, the
concert would have been perfect, but
the remarkable talent of all the performers definitely compensated for those few
imperfections.
I was informed by Rajhon
White, President of the SGA, that “over
2,500 students bought tickets and participated in the homecoming concert.“
He said, “To my knowledge it has been
the largest turnout in Montclair State
history for an event like this based on
the venue.” The success and magnitude
of this recent concert has me and many
others excited and wondering what
SLAM and SGA could possibly have in
store for us next.

Sports
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Red Hawk Roundup
Field
Hockey

Men’s
Soccer

Montclair State continued their winning ways
against Vassar College
and Gwynedd Mercy University to push their home
Despite their 2-1 loss to
record to 4-0 and
their
		
D.C.
United on Nov. 8, the
overall record to
8-1.
New York Red Bulls have adThey returned
to action
vanced
to the Eastern Conference Stevens
Finals.
on Sept. 30 against
Midfielder Péguy LuyInstitute of Technology
indula netted the only Red
and will face Ramapo ColBulls’ goal. Luyindula, who
lege on Oct. 2scored
and once
Keanin the Red Bulls’
University on Oct.
6. against D.C. United in
2-0 win

Wins over New Jersey
City University, Stockton
University and Brooklyn
College have pushed the
Red Hawks to a 10-1 record.
After playing William
Paterson at MSU Soccer
Park on Sept. 30, the Red
Hawks will travel to The
College of New Jersey to
take on the Lions.

the first leg of the conference
semifinals, sent his side to the
conference finals on a 3-2 goal
aggregate.  
      Inside the six-yard box,
Luyindula slotted a cross from
captain Thierry Henry into the
bottom
Despite going
1-2 right
at thecorner of United’s
goal in the 57th minute.
Hunter Invitational Tour        D.C. United’s first goal
nament, Montclair
State
came late
in the first half
rebounded with
a conferwhen
midfielder Nick Deleon
headed
a cross from Taylor
ence win over
Ramapo

Womens
VolleyballLacrosse

Cross
Country
After a week off, the Red
Hawks will return to action at the NJIT Challenge
in Newark, N.J. on Oct. 3.

College.
They will return to
action on Oct. 6 to face
Rutgers-Camden in an
NJAC contest. The 9-6 Red
Hawks have fared well in
the conference thus far,
starting the season 2-1.

Football Continues to Struggle
Red Hawks drop to 0-3 in the 2015 season

Alex Hand
Assistant Sports Editor

While it was slightly chilly on
Saturday, Sept. 26, a change of
scenery did not help the Montclair State Red Hawks as they
collapsed to a 0-3 record in a
loss against Rowan University.
Montclair State quarterback Ryan Davies threw for
127-yards and was 17-for-36
passes with two interceptions
while running backs Denzel
Nieves and John DiStefano
had 16 carries for 36 yards and
seven attempts for 64 yards, respectively. DiStefano scored the
Red Hawks’ only touchdown
during the game and wide receiver Aaron Williams caught
six passes for 56 yards.
On the defensive side of
the ball, defensive back Billy

Montclair State returns to action on Oct. 3 in their Homecoming Game.

Shimko and linebacker Michael Tenpenny each racked
up 11 tackles. Shimko’s career
tackle total now stands at 203.

He has become the 23rd player
in Montclair State history to accomplish such a feat. Tenpenny
had 2 TFLs for a total of 2 yards

Photo courtesy of MSU Sports.

while defensive lineman Joe Falato accounted for 7 tackles that
included 3.5 for loss at 13 yards.
Rowan quarterback Dante

Follow us:

@themontclarion
online or on any mobile device

Pinckney hit wideout Russ Forchion for a 92-yard touchdown
pass early in the fourth quarter, while kicker Tyler Knighton completed two field goals
(24-yard and 21-yard) both before and after the lone Rowan
touchdown to defeat MSU 137. Pinckney finished the game
7-for-12 with 149 yards, zero
interceptions and a touchdown.
Forchion’s receptions were low
with 3, but yardage remained
high with 104 total yards.
Running back Withler Marcelin also prospered by recording
28 touches for 94 yards.
The next game for the Red
Hawks will be their Homecoming faceoff against William Patterson University at Sprague
Field at 3 p.m. on Saturday, Oct.
3.
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One Giant Win

New York Giants secure a crucial win against the Washington Redskins
Daniel Waffenfeld
Staff Writer

Time management seems like
it has been the biggest flaw for
the New York Giants so far in
this 2015-2016 season. The Giants were coming off two poor
losses and were hoping they
could pull off a much-needed win to keep their playoff
chances alive. Their game was
held this past Thursday night
at MetLife stadium against
their rival, the Washington
Redskins. To open up the season 0-3 would nearly eliminate
their playoff chances, as there
have been 45 teams who have
started 0-3 since 2009 and only
two have made the playoffs.
Starting off winless for the first
three games would give the Giants a 4 percent chance to make
the playoffs this season.
In the first two games of the
season, the Giants lost within
the last two minutes of the
game in competitive situations.
However, this week they came
in with new motivation and
a new mindset to win, which
paid off in the end with a muchneeded victory.
Lately the coaches of
the Giants have made poor play
selections and called upon the
wrong players at critical situations. The team looked inconsistent and didn’t communicate
as well as they should have
during the previous couple of
weeks. Eli Manning and the offense didn’t seem to be on the
same page, which resulted in
disappointing drives in addition to poor execution when it

The Giants will be taking on the Buffalo Bills on Oct. 4.

Photo courtesy of Ted Kerwin (Flickr).

mattered most.
The Giants have had many
opportunities to score touchdowns, but the end result was a
turnover, punt or sometimes, if
they were lucky enough, a field
goal. But after this past win,
they look like a completely different team: a team with hope,
a team with passion and a team
driven to win.
The G-men didn’t anticipate
starting the year this way, although they are attempting to
turn their season around in a
“Giant” way.
Throughout this season
the Giants have had their moments of success and failure.
However, they look to improve
going forward. So far, they have
been playing well on offense,

season, but this year it has been
escalating to a new level. Hopefully, they can heal quickly so
that their season doesn’t slip
away. If they don’t heal from
their injuries, then their season will be in jeopardy and the
playoffs will be out of the question.
Something needs to be
done in order to bring some
optimism and life back into the
locker room. The general manager chose to make a bold move
releasing wide receiver Preston
Parker after his poor performance in games this season.
The team immediately signed
defensive tackle Kenrick Ellis to
help assist the defensive front
and create pressure against opposing quarterbacks. Plus, they

moving the ball and scoring
in games, but their main problem is that they fall apart in
the second half, especially in
the fourth quarter. In addition,
their defense creates turnovers,
but constantly gets injured in
the process. Sometimes their
defense just looks clueless
against opposing offense, but
they have a new defensive coordinator with some new defensive talent. This combination may take a couple of games
to finally click.
It seems like nearly the entire
team is injured or not performing at their full potential due
to their current health. Health
has been a concern and serious problem circulating within
the Giants clubhouse since last

are holding workout sessions
for wide receivers such as Super
Bowl Champion and veteran
Wes Welker, in addition to former New York Giant Hakeem
Nicks and tight end Chris Cooley.
No one knows if they will be
signed to a deal or if they will
make the roster, but the purpose
is to provide a different showing on the practice field. The
general manager wants to see if
these offensive veterans are still
valuable assets or if their careers
have hit their downfalls.
Tom Coughlin enjoys seeing
change and establishing competition on the field for his starters to duel it out. This might be
what the Giants were looking
for because they want to add
depth to their wide receiver
spots with Victor Cruz, who is
reported to be making his debut
this upcoming week.
This week, the Giants
will be playing a tough contender in Buffalo, N.Y. against
the Buffalo Bills. This game
will set the tone for both teams
in their divisions due to their
records. The Bills have been
playing incredibly well up to
this point with a fast powered
defense that forces many turnovers. Additionally, they have
Tyrod Taylor in the quarterback
position who scrambles and
gets big gains in necessary situations. With McCoy in the back
field and Rex Ryan leading the
way, this will be a tight and intense game. Overall, this will be
a great matchup that you do not
want to miss.
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Who’s Hot This Week
Ashley Griffith
Volleyball

Photo courtesy of MSU Sports

Griffith earned NJAC Rookie of the
Week in a .500 week for the Red
Hawks. In that span, Griffith averaged
5.64 assists and 3.14 digs.

Current Stats
Matches Started: 14
Digs per Set: 2.56
Assists per Set: 2.03

0

Joe Barrajo
Men’s Soccer

Photo courtesy of MSU Sports

Barrajo earned NJAC Defensive
Player of the Week, as he was pivotal
to the Red Hawks, allowing just one
goal and 23 shots in a 3-0 week.

Current Stats
Assists: 1
Shots: 3
Games Started: 11

Upcoming Events
Volleyball
Oct. 2 - Ramapo College - 7 p.m.
Panzer Athletic Center

Football
Oct. 3 - William Paterson - 3 p.m.
Sprague Field

Swimming and Diving
Oct. 3 - Alumni Homecoming Meet - 1 p.m.
Panzer Athletic Center Pool

Women’s Soccer
Oct. 3 - The College of N.J. -6 p.m.
MSU Soccer Park
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Keeping Their Stride

Women’s soccer extends undefeated streak to eight games
Dan Falkenheim
Assistant Sports Editor

Montclair State University’s
women’s soccer team has remained undefeated over the
course of the last eight games.
The Red Hawks drew 0-0
against Stockton University (61-2) on Sept. 23 and earned a 5-0
victory against Vassar College
(5-3) on Sept. 26. The women
are now ranked 23rd nationally in Division III and have
won seven out of their last eight
games.
Montclair State and Stockton
University needed 110 minutes
to settle their contest, but ultimately neither team was able
to break through and the game
ended in a scoreless draw. The
women struggled to get much
going in the beginning of the
match, as they only registered
one shot in the first half. Freshman goalkeeper Molly Barrow
made a few saves to keep the
game scoreless heading into the
second half.
Defense remained a key factor in the second half. However,
the Red Hawks were able to
send more shots the Ospreys’

The Red Hawks remained undefeated on the road with a tie against Stockton University and a win over Vassar College.

way and forced Stockton goalkeeper Nicole Pallante to make
two saves in the last half of regulation play.
Neither team was able to record a shot in the first half of
overtime, but the women picked
up the pace in the second half.
They had five shots – including

two by senior midfielder Shawna Grabowski in the final two
minutes – but could not finish
on any of their opportunities.
Barrow kept the game at a 0-0
score by making her fifth save
of the game with one minute to
go and went on to earn her first
shutout in the draw.

Photo courtesy of MSU Sports.

The Red Hawks moved on
quickly from their scoreless
performance and earned a commanding 5-0 victory against
Vassar College. The women had
five different players contribute
goals and also picked up their
fourth consecutive shutout.
Freshman midfielder Ashley

Koester opened up the scoring
for the Red Hawks when she
received a pass from senior defender Janae Geonnetti and sent
the shot into the lower-right
corner of the net. At the 27:05
mark of the first half, sophomore midfielder Heather Sootkoos scored her first goal of the
year off an assist from senior
forward Martina Landeka.
The women outshot Vassar
College 9-0 in the first half and
continued their domination
into the second. Junior defender
Kimberly Mignone scored on a
penalty kick five minutes into
the second half. Just a little over
two minutes later, sophomore
forward Tyler Madison scored
her sixth goal of the season.
Senior forward Stefanie
Gomes capped off the scoring
with a goal off of a cross at the
83:55 mark. The Red Hawks
outshot Vassar College 16-2
over the course of the game
and freshman goalkeeper Erinne Finlayson earned her third
shutout of the season.

Overcoming Adversity

Over the course of his career, Mike Taranto has been pushed to the limit
McKinley Devine-Carter
Staff Writer

On Wednesday, Sept. 16, I
met up with Mike Taranto of
Montclair State University’s
men’s soccer team for an interview. For the first time in three
seasons, the junior will finally
be playing soccer for the Red
Hawks.
Heading into the interview, I
realized that I had actually seen
him play almost three years
ago for Ramapo High School
in a state championship game
against two of my own cousins.
Taranto was the clear-cut leader and fulcrum of that team,
whose physicality and endurance helped them tie and win
a share of the section three title
in a game where his team was
clearly outmatched talent-wise.
When I met Taranto to talk
with him, I noted that he is actually much nicer off the field
then on the field, where he delivers crunching slide tackles
and body checks. He joked that
when people ask him why, he
mentions that he won the state
title that year and only mutters
the score under his breath.
Right away, I asked him
about his history of knee injuries and, without missing a
beat, he recited what seemed
like a memorized chronology of
what he had been through.
His first injury was in a state
playoff game his junior year of
high school, in which a hard
tackle early in the game caused
him to tear his ACL, MCL and
meniscus or, as he referred to it,
“the terrible triad.” Following
surgery and a long rehabilitation process, he returned to the
field his senior year and was
enormously successful, earning
first team all-state honors and

Taranto has been plagued by knee injuries in his
career, but has always rebounded.

being named area player of the
year.
Entering the spring of his senior year, Taranto had earned
an offer to play Division III soccer at Montclair State. Everything seemed to be going right
for him, but during a game for
his club team, the Clifton Stallions, a misstep lead to another
ACL tear. Although not as damaging physically as the first tear
of all three ligaments, questions
over Taranto’s long-term health
and even about his collegiate
prospects began to arise.
Montclair State decided to
honor his acceptance even
though he would be unable to
play during his freshman season. Taranto started the entire
rehabilitaton process from the
beginning, working through

Photo courtesy of MSU Sports.

many painful hours of physical therapy and exercise to regain his strength. One can only
imagine how difficult this process was the first time, let alone
the second.
After spending around six
months recovering from surgery, Taranto decided he wanted to test his knee. During a
light pick-up game inside the
Student Recreation Center, a
mistimed step caused Taranto
to tear his ACL for the third
time. Generally speaking, just
one ACL tear can end an athlete’s career and three is very
rare.
The question that came to
my mind and most likely the
minds of those who knew him
at the time was, “Why didn’t
you just give it up?” After three

ligament tears, one must start
to think about being physically
able to play with their kids or
even walking unassisted in the
future, let alone playing soccer.
I asked him if he had thought
of giving up soccer. “I felt I
owed it to myself to give [it]
one more shot,” he answered.
“I felt really confident with the
knee specialist I was talking to
and he laid out this whole plan
about how I could play again.”
I was very impressed with
Taranto’s statement. It occurred
to me that he kept going with
soccer to fulfill his own ambitions. People often feel pressure to compete from parents,
coaches and teammates, but, at
the end of the day, the reason
we play sports is often for our
own enjoyment and Taranto
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truly enjoys the game of soccer.
It takes an inhuman amount
of determination and commitment to recover from three
ACL tears and still continue
to play the sport. But, Taranto
isn’t just on the team. He is
starting matches in the center
of midfield and contributing at
a very high level. He was apt to
point out that, despite him being a junior, he is finally playing against other college level
athletes for the first time.
“The game is so fast. In high
school, I was supposed to be a
creator and a goalscorer as the
main focal point of the team,
but now I have more of a defensive role, breaking up play and
passing the ball to our attacking
players. I like to joke with my
teammates that I just give them
the ball and watch them create
[a path]. Playing with players
like Damian [Bziukiewicz] and
Lucas [Terci] is a lot of fun.”
It takes a mature mind to
realize and accept one’s limitations and Taranto has certainly
found his niche in Montclair
State’s nationally ranked men’s
soccer team.
In fact, on the day we met for
this interview, Montclair State
faced-off against Haverford
College. With the score tied 2-2
late in the second half, the ball
fell to Taranto 22 yards from
goal and he fired a blistering
shot into the top left corner of
the net, his first score for Montclair State in three years and the
eventual match winner.
Sometimes, endings just
write themselves.

